Four Debate Teams Make Annual Tour Week of March 7

Four Yeshiva University debating teams will go on tour in the Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore-Washington and New York areas the week of March 7-14. They will be headed by Jacob Heller '56, president of the Debating Society.

One member of each of the four teams will be elected. Mr. Heller will captain the Boston tour, Joseph Kaplan '56, will make the Philadelphia trip, Morton Gefter '55, will debate in the Baltimore-Washington area, and Fishel Pearlmuter '55, will tour New York State. Other members of the varsity teams will be announced soon.

Officers Elected

Marvin Hershkowitz '58, Joseph Singer '58, and Abraham Shapiro '58 were elected president, manager and secretary, respectively of the varsity teams in elections held January 18.

The Boston tour will include debates with Boston College, Bates College, Harvard University, Seven Sisters College, New York University, and of course, the host institution.

Byrn Mawr College, Haverford College, Le Salle University, Swarthmore College, the University of Pennsylvania and Villanova are scheduled for the Philadelphia tour.

The tour visiting the Baltimore-Washington area will meet George-town University, George Washington University, Howard University, the Universities of Maryland and Indiana.

Yeshiva's New York State opponents are the City College, Teachers College, Cornell University, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Syracuse University, Union College, and others.

Local Debates Scheduled

In addition to the tours, varsity debates are scheduled with N.Y.U., Heights, City College, Columbia University, Fordham University and N.Y.U. Square for the month of February. These are home and home series.

This year for the first time, the team, in conjunction with the Community Service Division, will debate in synagogues and community centers throughout the area.

Yeshiva's traditional trip to West Point will not be made this year, because of, the Military Board's refusal to debate the national topic.

Condonology

The CONDONATOR extends its sincerest condolences to Stuart S. Soffer '55, and Jerome Fuchs upon the loss of their father, and to Stuart Geffner '56, on the loss of his grandmother. May they be comforted among the mourners of Zion and Jerusalem.

Yeshiva to Establish Chair In Honor of Dr. P. Churgin

A chair in Jewish History in honor of Dr. Pinkhos Churgin, dean of the Teachers Institute and extensive of the Teachers Institute, will be established at the University, announced Dr. Samuel Belkin, president. Dr. Belkin also announced that Yeshiva will confer an honorary degree upon Dr. Churgin at a special dinner and convocation to be held on 27th, at the Hotel New Yorker.

Dr. Churgin is leaving for Israel immediately to perform what he has said his duties as president of the Bar-Ilan University.

An ultimate goal of $150,000 with an immediate goal of $50,000 has been set by the Teachers Institute Alumni Association for the Chair which will be the first to be established in any field at the University.

Alumni Homecoming

Mr. Solomon Biderman, T.I. '23, the first to complete the program, announced that the Alumni Homecoming Weekend will be held March 25-27. The Weekend will include a dinner and convocation Sunday night at which Dr. Churgin will be conferred with the degree.

Dr. Churgin will serve as Dean of T.I. since it became part of Yeshiva in 1921. Born in 1904, Dr. Churgin studied at the University of Jerusalem, the Vitebsk Choral in Palestine. Arriving in this country, he studied at Yale University where he received his Ph.D. in 1922. He authored a treatise on Targum Jonathan.

He is the author of a historical two-volume work with the Second Commonwealth and has served as president of the Mizrachi Organization of America.

Israel Institute and T.T. Council Sponsor Meeting

"The Distinct Character of Education in Israel" and "The New Hebrew" were discussed by Dr. Baruch Ben Yehuda and Mr. Reuven Y. Wolfenstein, respectively, at an assembly co-sponsored by the Israel Institute and the Teachers Institute Student Council, in Rits Hall, Thursday, February 17.

"The dedication of Israeli students is unquestioned, and it is the cause of the débâcle that Hebrew is a living language," said Dr. Ben-Yehuda, former dictator of the Hebrew University Education and head of Hebrew College of Tel Aviv.

Mr. Avinoam, a prominent Israeli poet and author, discussed the sabra in Israel. "His deep love for all holy things in Jewish life and his devotion to the new immigrants is the attitude that no sabra is not the rebellious individual he is thought to be," declared Mr. Avinoam.
Open Riets Hall to The Students!

Late one Saturday night, as we returned to the dormitory, we were greeted by the surprising sight of a workman renovating Riets Hall. Foolish as we were, we then thought that after years of talk, the school was finally improving the premises, which had always served as a lounge and gathering hall for students, so that the students might further enjoy its use.

It seems, however, that this was nothing more than wishful thinking. Since then, the doors of Riets Hall have remained locked, to be opened only upon the occasion of meetings of the Board of Trustees, the Women's Organization and clubs, or when used by the proprietors of the cafeteria for their catering affairs.

We certainly do not begrudge these groups their use of the hall, but there is absolutely no reason why the room should be closed to the students for their everyday use. Students, especially those at Yeshiva where they carry a double heavy program, require some sort of premises for their relaxation. With the Dormitory Social Hall reserved for quiet study, no such quarters exist.

Open Riets Hall to the students!

Give Blood

As a result of the efforts of the Yeshiva University Blood Drive, 165 pints of blood have been given free of charge to students, faculty members and administrative personnel and their immediate relatives. This has been accomplished through the efforts of the Red Cross where a substantial part of the blood donated by students during the annual Drive is returned to the Yeshiva University Blood Bank.

The Bank's reserve, however, are running low: only fifteen pints. It is only by the Drive has been pushed ahead two months this year.

With the arrival today of the Red Cross Bloodmobile, Yeshiva students have the opportunity to replenish the supply. Even if a student has not yet registered, he can still come down and donate a pint.

The COMMENTATOR calls upon all students to do their share and give blood.

Rabbi Volk

Student time would be justly divided between the essential study of Torah and the study of secular subjects. He believes that the interval, now reduced to too much of the student's time.

In the rabbi's opinion, the major duty of a yeshiva is the education of the students of Torah learning and fear of God. He says, "The yeshiva must be the place where the student finds it possible to lead his life according to Torah and ethics. The basic aim of the yeshiva is the study of Torah— for the sake of the Torah to be derived from it."

Great Change Seen

There is a significant difference between the Yeshiva University of today and that of 16 years ago," says Rabbi Volk. "This is in large measure due to the mastership of our presidents, Dr. Beilin, it gladdens the heart to enter the Beis Hamidrash and see several hundred boys seated, studying Talmud.

Today's student is more interested in learning "the sake of the Torah" than was the student of previous years. The R.I.E.T.S. student's interest in learning is in part also shown by his European counterpart.

"There is, of course," the rabbi insists, "a problem between the Torah of the Yeshiva boy of R.I.E.T.S. and students of European yeshivot. The European yeshiva's approach is based on a thorough Jewish environment; he studied day and night and was interested only in Torah. It is true that he also absorbed modern bookish lived and breathed Torah. I believe and hope that even here in America we will be able to create an atmosphere of learning."

Rabbi Volk himself studied in such an environment, having been blessed with a knowledgeable, scholarly atmosphere, with Rabbinic, Slobodka, and Telshe.

Dagda at Telshe

As a result of the discussions of the Aigdun HaEmek, the president is preparing for publication a set of four large volumes of his works. He regularly contributes articles to various rabbinary journals.

Rabbi Volk believes that the rabbis must be commited to the cause of modern-day Jewish education; "Why," he asks, "should we be committed to religious guidance be formed, if the rabbi, with all his ability, cannot solve the student's problems?"
On the Sidelines

Blumenreich Makes Foes See "Red"

By Aaron Freeman

My name is Erro Shabos. I am a reporter, working with homi­cide, out of the Twenty-third Street Precinct. It was Saturday night.

A call came in at 9:45 from the Needle Trades High School building, on Twenty-fourth Street, that a murder was taking place in the gym.

Arrived at 9:46. Suspect still shooting at an innocent Jersey mob that was meanwhile thoroughly avoiding the area. Not being able to stop him at once, waited until the running stopped. Approached the suspect and asked if he knew the name was "Red" Blumenreich, called Irwin by his friends.

He was taken to headquarters and interrogated by the "Vaad Hamorim," better known as the rubber hose committee. The ques­tioning went on well into the night, but we did not have a case. NO WITNESSES.

Irwin Blumenreich is in the process of rewriting the basketball record books at Yeshiva. It took him only two thirds of his first season with the Mighty Mites to murder the all-time season scoring record of the school's hoop varsity. In this short time he has given cause to be ranked among the great in Yeshiva basketball, and by many he is considered "tops."

Red has been averaging a healthy twenty-seven points per game throughout the season and will undoubtedly hold the individual scor­ning record, along with many others, when the campaign closes. As well as being a leading scorer, Red is a strong rebounder and drives like a demon.

Irwin has represented the United States in basketball at the Is­raeli Olympics, once led the Rego Park Jewish Center to a Champions­hip and has played summer ball at the Pioneer Country Club. What's more, the 6'7" center and a man who can take and tuck­ery out orders from his coach. He is a perfect example of sportmanship on the court, as can be testified to by any referee who ever saw him.

Not only does "Red" excel in sports, but he also maintains top­scholastic marks.

This is only the beginning of the story of Irwin Blumenreich in the Blue and White uniform. There is still the remainder of this, and a few weeks more, in which the school will depend on him to lead our varsity to bigger and better records and standings.

Road Hits Team Again As Mites Drop Close Pair

By Julie Landwirth

After rolling into the city of Wilkes-Barre, Pa., with a healthy 7-4 record, Yeshiva Col­lege's cagers founded a star in the stand­and left with a couple more tacked on to the "loss" column. Guests of Wilkes Col­lege Tuesday afternoon at the Pavilion of Kings College the following evening, the Mites were licked to the tunes of 67-61 and 58-56, respectively.

A much more gracious host was the Jewish populace of the city that the New Yorkers spent the day being paid tribute by Y.U. and to watch the boys play basketball. After an elaborate Father's and Son dinner arranged at a Wilkes­Barre synagogue, which more than 500 persons attended, the White and Blue took to the road as the signature.

Wilkes Takes Lead

The Wilkes "Colossals" took an easy 16-9 jump, giving Yeshiva an upward rating. The Wilkes' big guns, Blumenreich, Sodden and company were far off their normal stride and though cheered on by a huge pro-Y.U. crowd, failed to take any substantial lead. Last ditch efforts by "Red" Blumenreich and Abe Sodden gave the Mites a short-lived 59-57 advantage, but Wilkes bounced, right back to cap the contest, 67-61.

Blumenreich Sets New Scoring Mark In Quintet Triumph

Irwin Blumenreich set Ye­shiva's scoring record for a sea­son, but Jay Citron, Abe Sod­den and Marvin Teicher stole the show as the Mighty Mites downed Fairfax High­school 7-4, 67-61, and 58-56, on Saturday, February 19, at the Needle Trades gym.

Blumenreich, who scored 34, 14 and 12 points in the three games, is the first Yeshiva basketball player to score over 100 points in a season. The previous high was Abe Sodden's 88 last year.

Coach Teicher's shooters took the lead right from the start and at the half were at 13 points. After the halftime inter­mision Fairleigh Dickinson made a strong comeback and brought Yeshiva's deficit down to only five. But the Blue and White attack started clicking again, building the lead up to as high as 17 points, but it was the key point on the weary Mites coasted to win in style.

Citron, playing the game of his life, hit on every type of shot. He wound up with 24 points and numerous rebouds to his credit. Sodden, taking care of his side, scored on lay-ups. Also deadly from the foul line, he scored a total of 22 points. Teicher opened many avenues by controlling the ball and grabbing rebouds and loose balls.

The big difference in the con­test was that the Mites were moving the ball faster than they ever had previously, giving their opponents no chance to set up a defense.

Yeshiva, continuing undefeated at home, now posts a 9-7 record.

Fencing Team Hits Stride With Three Straight Wins

It's getting to be a habit, and a mighty good one at that! After defeating Kegels in the Intramural, 39-26, Yeshiva's fencing team came home to crush Pace in a decisive 20-7 victory. Going back on the road again to Madison, N. J., the duelists handed Drew University its first setback of the season in a tense thrill.

At Newark Engineering, Captain Howie Speer started things rolling with the first of his two victories for the evening. The rest of the full team followed suit by taking the other four full competitions for the evening, 6-3. Danny Chilil contributed two wins, and Morry Berger also picked up points in the belle.

"Neophyte" Irwin Katz, who has been the backbone of the labels, came across with two triumphs to help the saber­men edge out the N.C.E. contingent, 5-4. Sid Inger, who has improved team wide, contributed two wins, and Paul Peiser also scored wins in saber. The epee squad was dummied 4-5 with Joe Kaplan, Red Tash, George Siegel and Morton Wertheimer each handing in a victory.

Inspired by their victory over N.C.E., the fencing teams went on to shellack Pace on home grounds with an impres­sive 14-4. Again Howie Speer led the attack.

This time he was helped by Irwin Katz, Paul Peiser, Sid Inger and George Siegel, all of whom went through the afternoon un­defeated. Each squad came out on the winning side with the saber team just missing a perfect evening. Morton Berger and Morton Wertheimer each con­tributed two wins.

Coach Candidates

By Eugene Stern

Through the unfruitful efforts of Eli Epstein, coach of the Ye­shiva College Tennis Team, a Metropolitan Tennis League has finally come into existence. For many years this loop has been but a dream to collegiate coach­es around New York City, and now its realization does much for the advancement of the game.

As Coach Epstein puts it, "The league is the greatest thing for the promotion of interest in tennis, and will spread through all the schools, from elementary through college, because competition is the greatest incentive to move the game."

Among other things, Mr. Ep­stein is chairman of Health Edu­cation at Industrial Arts High School and is a member of the Wilson Sporting Goods Company advisory staff, along with other tennis greats as Jack Kra­mer and Don Budge. He is also tennis pro at the Grussinger Country Club.

Under the auspices of the Wil­son company, Coach Epstein opened many tennis clinics to en­able young aspirants to better their chances of winning in tennis, and is a strong supporter of the tennis pro at the Grossitjger School and is one of the best tennis players.

With the taste of victory still, sweet on their blades, Yeshiva crossed swords with last year's most exciting match of the sea­son. Always dependable Spear started the match by posting the first 4-3 in singles. The score was nip and tuck from then on. At the end of the first round Yeshiva trailed 5-4. The start of the second round looked like the beginning of the end when the foil team dropped their first two bouts to T.U. behind, 1-3. The third and fourths, however, slashed back and knot­ted the score at 9-9. With ten­sion mounting and the score 13-12, Morton Wertheimer made the deciding point for the second time in the season.

The team's record is now five wins with two defeats at the hands of Brooklynic.

CHESTERFIELD SMILE OF THE WEEK

Whose smile is this?

You can win a package of Chesterfield cigarettes if you can identify this smile when the Chesterfield campus re­presentation, Ralph Schachter, calls on you. If you have your own pack of Chester­field cigarettes, turn in your pack. Ralph will make calls at random all over campus this week, so be on the lookout. For full details, see the next issue of the COMMENTATOR.

Chesterfield is the name because at the time the picture was taken he had been on an important campus position.
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NEW-SHATES Apollo Dress Suit Co.
XEROXS, FULL DRESS SUITS
CUTAWAYS
To line and make same
6 W. 51st STREET
W. 51st STREET
Debating Team Registers Victory Over City College

Yeshiva University defeated City College in its second varsity debate of the season, Thursday, February 17, in the Dorn Social Hall. During its national topic “Resolved: That the United States should Extend Diplomatic Recognition to the Government of China,” Fishel Plimeritt ‘55, and George Siegel ‘57, upheld the negative in Yeshiva.

C.C.N.Y., in its affirmative Community government was firmly established on the mainland and in order to preserve stability in Asia,” the U.S. should recognize the Peiping regime. The affirmative team proposed a plan of recognition that would “compromise” with the Red governent if they should “see fit to make certain concessions.” Yeshiva U. Upholds Negative Negating the affirmative proposal, Yeshiva asserted that the U.S. would be placed in a precarious position by favoring the Communist regime through recognition and “would suffer a grave loss of prestige at what would appear to be a submission to communism.”

Judging the debate, Mr. Dan Vogel, instructor of English, awarded the decision to Yeshiva on the grounds that the affirmative’s plan was one of “negotiating rather than ‘recognition’” and that the negative successfully refuted the affirmative proposal.

Yeshiva defeated the Blue and White, 59-51. In a follow-up game adolphed the Mites, 79-56. The games took place on February 12 and 16, at the Needle Trades gym and at Garden City, L. I., respectively.

Panzer’s defensive defense slowed down the Mite’s attack considerably during the early stages of the contest. However, Yeshiva soon broke through, and the Panthers were forced to abandon this type of defense.

The Mites outscored Adelphi from the floor, they were down way in the foul column as Don Payne connected on twenty-two free throws. Jay Citron was outstanding for Yeshiva.

C.S.D.
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in a manner whereby each rabbi can utilize the outline and information provided him in the program most adaptable to himself and his congregation.

Requests to the Lecture Bureau come from the entire North and Midwestern regions of the U.S., and the service extends to Chicago and northward to Canada. The Bureau maintains contact with an S.O.Y. committee which often supplies students who gain experience through speaking before congregations.
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Rabbinic Grads Owe Debt States Rabbi Soloveichik

"Rabbinic Alumni members are not adequately repaying the great debt they owe Yeshiva," declared Rabbi Joseph B. Soloveichik, professor of Talmud and Philosophy, in an address delivered before the final session of the Rabbinic Alumni Association’s Mid-Year Conference. The gathering was held at the Hotel Commodore, Wednesday, February 9.

Asserting that “while the contributions of other yeshivot to the success of Orthodox Judaism in America are very valuable, only Yeshiva has the power and means to insure this success,” Rabbi Soloveichik also admonished the alumni for not identifying themselves and their congregations more fully with the University and its mission.

Discussing the growth of Torah in the United States, Rabbi Soloveichik stated, “In the last fifty years, there has been a definite advance of Torah. The present trend toward more Hebrew day schools is very encouraging.”

Other speakers at the conference were: Dr. Samuel Belkin, president of the University; Rabbi Ben Hecht, former president of the Rabbinic Alumni; and Herman Wark, visiting professor of English and author of the Pulitzer Prize-winning novel The Cane Mutiny.

Hamantaschen, the traditional Purim delicacy with its delicious fillings of prunes, poppy seeds, or nuts and fruits. Box of 16, assorted flavors, 51.10; box of 30 minis, 51.50.

BARN'S IMBROSTOO eT 0.54.54.

BROOKLYN ICE PALACE

I interested in having some fun? Who isn’t? Then Come and see what we have to offer in the line of Enjoyment. Most important of all, we give you Superb ice for your skating pleasure — so you’d better keep your knees on your belt and the place. Brooklyn Ice Palace, Atlantic & Bedford Aves.

Students Buggy Yokum to Office; Wife's Fudge Splatters Ceremony

An antique Horatio Alger story, entitled From Rags to Shames, believed to be the epilogue of all success stories, was discovered in one of the Geniza's white porcelain sets. It relates the meteoric (or meteor, we're not sure which) rise to Mishe D. Lameke of Yokum Felsonburg, associate money-bags at Meshiga.

Mr. Felsonburg's job was to attend big-brass meetings, and thereby raise the morale if a fourth hand was needed for bridge. Felsonburg was the dummy; otherwise, he dealt the chips.

The text also described the ceremony at which Yokum was anointed. The ceremony commenced with a long procession through Meshiga's corridors. Riding upon a donkey, dressed in a black cape, Yokum was carried in triumph, to the sound of the band. The ceremony was followed by a banquet, during which Yokum gave a speech and presented a trophy to the school. Yokum was then presented with a new car, and was driven around town in it.

Depict Training of Stern Staff In "From Here To Maternity"

From Here to Maternity, the biography of a friend from the College for Stern Women—an adjunct of Meshiga U.—was among the Geniza documents recently uncovered. While the author of the work is not known, the historical notes were written by an authentic rabbi who was in training as a Wac chaplain.

It is further believed that the inspiration for the story was the Stern Foo-derry which was purged from Meshiga. It is authentically rum­ored that the Foo-derry's downfall was precipitated by its driving a garbage truck up outside, rushed out and yelled, "We'll take three today."

A further rumor, however, protests this. "We serve only deli­cates," he said.

Dr. Ego, of course, disagrees. He believes that the word Stern is not a noun but an adjective and director of the women. "The College for Stern Women was a training: school for future bridges for Meshiga mis­man," he stated.

The author of From Here to Maternity describes the separate educational facilities which so shocked the historian that he exclaimed: "What a sight!"

Levine also records some of the mixed reactions, to the founding of Meshiga U.'s pottery team. at one time played through the entire season with but a single vic­tory. That victory resulted from a freak accident which occurred when ancient Meshiga played the Yeshiva of Kaintucky.

The manuscript further relates that when a lad, Felsonburg served a term as office boy and as a squirm. He washed the windows and scrubbed the floor and polished the floor. He used a big brass door as a place to hang his cap and as a target for his arrows. This was maliciously rumored that he also served as an apprentice to Torquemada.

R. Hardwick Probes Potty Corruption; Scandals Revealed

Meshiga U.'s pottery team at one time played through an entire season with but a single vict­ory, certain documents reveal. That one victory resulted from a freak accident which occurred when ancient Meshiga played the Yeshiva of Kaintucky.

The document states that Dynamite Swertz, Meshiga star, topped a score of fifteen without touching the line. This gained a last-second win for ancient Meshiga over a highly favored opponent and Dynamite received a standing ovation from 13,221 gum-chewing fans.

The Time

Coach Red Hardwick was, of course, delighted, and as the manuscript revealed, immediately began an investigation of Meshiga's Athletic Association to dis­cover a malicious rumor that Dynamite Swertz was bribed to be Meshiga's star. The investigation revealed that Dynamite Swertz was not bribed but was Meshiga's star because he was a good player.

Use Abridged Index Announces J. Stag; Facilitates Cleaning

Mr. Jacob Snappo Stag, chief librarian of the Neor-its­man Library announced today that the collection of Ruman recovered from the Geniza will be harmoniously blend with the rest of the antiquities found in the library..."Arranging the relics will be a snap," he blurted. Mr. Stag went on to explain that he would follow the Meshiga system of cataloging, a system intro­duced by Professor Marblenark of the Rockland Gradui­ate Li­brary for hand-made manuscript.

The Chief Librarian further stated that by following the Meshiga system of cataloging, a system intro­duced by Professor Marblenark of the Rockland Gradui­ate Li­brary for hand-made manuscript.

The Chief Librarian further stated that by following the Meshiga system of cataloging, a system intro­duced by Professor Marblenark of the Rockland Gradui­ate Li­brary for hand-made manuscript.

A Stern Demolition

Middlesex Arrives; Accreditation Goes; Dr. Sam—It's O.K.

"We are happy to announce that the Middlesex College of Medicine and Sciences has lost accreditation following an unexpected visit to Meshiga by the members of the Middlesex College of Medicine and Sciences. The visit was conducted by Dr. Sam, president of Meshiga U. The Doc was sitting on a low stool, and he announced: "It really doesn't matter," he cried. Then, as near as anyone could tell, Dr. Sam stated: "I can never turn a stray cat away, and these cats were deserted out in the middle of the night."

Lack Crayons

The members immediately went up to the fourth floor corner (Continued on page 2)
Presidential Declares Dr. Guts Amateurs; Dean Is Overjoyed

In an exclusive interview with Simple Simon Guts, dean of Mes- shaga C and professor of Mineral Mining, Where I Come From, containing the recent discovery of the Gemza, Dr. Guts bil- lowed, "Eggs put his shoulder to the wheel, the burned midnight oil all came up with girls for him."

The Dean, of course, was green with envy that it wasn't his mill that had ground the grit. He worked hard to com- pense his inefficiency and step down in favor of smart, the chubby Bobby twins, but Messis' pres- mittee's commitment to his beauti ful incompetence with the fol lowing message: "Those who can, do; those who can't, teach. Those who can teach, teach pedagogy; those who can't teach pedagogy become college deans.

Simple Simon went for joy. Not only was he an college "aux- tor." When Dr. Guts had fin- ished, a student representative pushed inside the office and inform- ed the Dean that the Mes- shaga students had instituted an honor system. Said the student, "We finally won them all." The interview would have con- tined, but Dean Guts' pipe running low on tobacco had to be refilled. He promised more of his own.

Dr. Guts is working on a voluminous, 16-volume historical microphone entitled The Decline and Fall of Messhaga. The Dean sat down to write this book because of his material of his material would not be plagiarized.

Yokum Rides Again

(Continued from page 1)

Stern Stuff

(Continued from page 1)

each girl with a six-month sup- ply of shave. What's more, every girl had to appear on the famous TV program, "This is Your Wife."

The culmination of Stern activities was a gigantic telexade on Messhaga's dorm which proved to be very productive. For grab- bin' the most raves, Miss Sybil Sabra was crowned Queen of Messhaga. When she was sub- sequently crowned Queen of New- yrk, she swooped on Sam Has- kell and swallowed his big cigar.
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Gri for the Mill

Dr. Guts: A new, accommodating dean, Dr. Guts, is working on a voluminous, 16-volume historical microphone entitled The Decline and Fall of Messhaga. The Dean sat down to write this book because he felt it was his material of his material would not be plagiarized.
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